
Barracuda PhishLine
Fight phishing with continuous simulation and training.

Barracuda PhishLine trains users to understand and respond correctly to the

latest phishing techniques, recognize subtle phishing clues, and prevent email

fraud, data loss, and brand damage. It transforms employees into a powerful line

of defense against damaging phishing attacks.

This versatile, scalable, cloud-hosted SaaS solution includes hundreds of email

and landing-pages templates, updated based on threat trends. Levelized training

and gamification make it more effective by engaging employees.
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Phishline Training
Barracuda PhishLine uses advanced,

automated education technology that

includes simulation-based training,

continuous testing, powerful reporting

for administrators, and active incident

response awareness.

Phishline Simulation
Simulated phishing attacks are constantly

updated to reflect the most recent and

most common threats. Simulations are not

limited to email, but also include voice,

SMS, and portable-media (USB stick)

attacks. Templates let you customize

simulations.

Phishline Reporting
Barracuda Phishline provides advanced

analytics and reporting tools that enable

you to identify how effective your training

is and how users react to actual phishing

attacks that may slip through other

defenses.

PhishLine helps protect your organisation against social engineering phishing attacks that may bypass other email defenses



Vectra Security Awareness Service
A complete managed service run by Vectra security professionals

Vectra’s Security Awareness Service, is a premium service that operates the Barracuda 

Phishline service on behalf of your organisation. It provides you with either complete

hand-off service, or you can choose to work in conjunction with our team to define, 

configure, execute, and analyse your phishing simulation campaigns.

The Vectra security team, can run every aspect of your security awareness program so that

you can assess all of the users within your organisation, rather that rely on your internal

team, which can potentially also be targeted accounts.
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